Introduction
GREaT MINDs
THINK DIFFERENTly

Biological Architecture is a fractal design that Nature uses to create life “The Life Force”.
It gathers the ancient knowledge of sacred geometry with biomimicry technology.

Evolution inspires innovation. In assembling the team behind BrickellHouse, Newgard Development Group looked

The main purpose of Biological Architecture is to develope the coherence of the electromagnetic field of nature and
Withhuman
hundreds ofbeing
awards and
no lack of commissions to choose from, the principals of Miami’s Sieger Suarez
counciouness.
to influential designers whose work is admired, catalogued and emulated by their peers all over the world.

Architectural Partnership and Toronto’s Yabu Pushelberg might be expected to rest on their past successes.
Instead, they continue to innovate, bringing new technologies and ever greater beauty to the built environment.

For us Shirne´s purpose is to provide a safe space where the diverse and esential needs of the soul can take root and
grow to the awareness.
“Medicine has its limitations, Life Force has none.”
-Paramahansa Yogananda

What is the
difference between
Biological
Architecture and
others Architectural
Trends?
Biological Architecture is the Science of Sustainable Design, where space is
transformed into a biological Capacitor.
It is imporatant because it allows biological structures can thrive, because
life responds better to the designs and materials that are consistent with
the nature and forms and prevents harmful materials that undermine the
electromagnetic charge.
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Shrine Of The Heart

What is the
Electromagnetic
Field?
An electromagnetic field is a physical field, type tensor produced by those
elements electrically charged, which affects charged particles. It is an
important element that constitutes the life force, one that feels but can not
see; however needs to be fed. All species alive on the planet possess an
electromagnetic network around them, a field of light against rotating.
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Evolution inspires innovation. In assembling the team behind BrickellHouse, Newgard Development Group looked

You create fields of fractal load are imploding. It becomes a living space where the electromagnetic
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With
of awards
and noharmony
lack of commissions
to choose from, the principals of Miami’s Sieger Suarez
Architectural Partnership and Toronto’s Yabu Pushelberg might be expected to rest on their past successes.

Instead, they continue to innovate, bringing new technologies and ever greater beauty to the built environment.

RaNcE & lobby
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What is a Fractal?
THINKING
FoRwaRD
Given the progressive disposition of the design team, it stands to reason that
BrickellHouse should appeal to the forward-thinking individual. For all who choose

It is the sum of all parties is contained in each of the parties is a pattern or
geometry constructed with such parts and proportions, which together, are
predictability, we proudly present BrickellHouse. Born of inspiration, shaped by
identical to the overall pattern. The best for biology are fractals, which allow
discerning taste and infused with the spirit of innovation.
compression of electromagnetic energy to create an electric field distribution
of the same, which is a universal requirement for life to emerge.
innovation over convention, independence above conformity, and opportunity before

Confident, driven, and passionate, this modern community of urbanites lives ahead
of the trend... collecting the experiences that create a rich mosaic that is fluid and

constantly evolving. ours is the culture of the forward thinker – always seeking unique
character, quality, and individuality – and never failing to capture them once found.
Bold, daring, understated, alluring, mysterious, artistic, whatever your own personal
statement may be, BrickellHouse invites you to own it in a way that reflects your own
unique way of life.

What is Implosion?
It is the Science of Life, is a way of bringing together different strokes, designs and proportions
so as to produce points of attention and therefore more vitality spaces. The ability of air in any
environment to create healing and harmony depend negative ions which are created with the
implosion.
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Core
Philosphy
GREaT MINDs
THINK DIFFERENTly

Our foundational principle is “One Consciousness,” which can also be expressed as: “There is only One.” We are the Source. Here and Now
we are experiencing ourself as Source.
Evolution inspires innovation. In assembling the team behind BrickellHouse, Newgard Development Group looked

We honor the energy that is within us, that is all around us, and that is us. Which moves through the human all seek to describe the sum total
to influential designers whose work is admired, catalogued and emulated by their peers all over the world.
of energy that is manifest in the universe, the Life Force that permeates and connects all things.
With hundreds of awards and no lack of commissions to choose from, the principals of Miami’s Sieger Suarez
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Evolution inspires innovation. In assembling the team behind BrickellHouse, Newgard Development Group looked

The Shrine Of The Heart (Geometrical Natural Lotus) is the realization of Master Charles universal teaching of : learn to live in the “Now” and
to influential designers whose work is admired, catalogued and emulated by their peers all over the world.
“The
Principle of Love” in a Modern Spirituality, with the purpose of Arqka Biological Architecture to create real buildings with the “Code of
Code”
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to from,
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choose
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Architectural Partnership and Toronto’s Yabu Pushelberg might be expected to rest on their past successes.

This
Shrine Of The Heart is dedicated to honoring Life, and to experience extasys of Love from the existence, increasing the level of consciousness
Instead, they continue to innovate, bringing new technologies and ever greater beauty to the built environment.
of each individual, living geomagnetic activity, geomagnetic pulsations, brainwaves, vortex, schumann resonance, healing, eternal love,
brainwave resonance, meditation, brainwave synchronization, magnetic field, biomagnetics, vector equilibrium matrix, tensegrity.

FlExIblE lIvING, oNly aT bRIcKEllHousE
Elite housekeeping, as needed. Daily, weekly or monthly.
Streamlined in-house property management as well as lease management.
Furnishings and finishes services to keep your residence ready for inclusion in the
leasing program.
Amenities program for guest towels, toiletries, dinnerware and other rental necessities.
Concierge-style services such as in-home dining, travel arrangements, grocery
delivery and restaurant reservations.
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Elite housekeeping, as needed. Daily, weekly or monthly.
Streamlined in-house property management as well as lease management.
Furnishings and finishes services to keep your residence ready for inclusion in the
leasing program.
Amenities program for guest towels, toiletries, dinnerware and other rental necessities.
Concierge-style services such as in-home dining, travel arrangements, grocery
delivery and restaurant reservations.

FlExIblE lIvING, oNly aT bRIcKEllHousE
Elite housekeeping, as needed. Daily, weekly or monthly.
Streamlined in-house property management as well as lease management.
Furnishings and finishes services to keep your residence ready for inclusion in the
leasing program.
Amenities program for guest towels, toiletries, dinnerware and other rental necessities.
Concierge-style services such as in-home dining, travel arrangements, grocery
delivery and restaurant reservations.

FlExIblE lIvING, oNly aT bRIcKEllHousE
Elite housekeeping, as needed. Daily, weekly or monthly.
Streamlined in-house property management as well as lease management.
Furnishings and finishes services to keep your residence ready for inclusion in the
leasing program.
Amenities program for guest towels, toiletries, dinnerware and other rental necessities.
Concierge-style services such as in-home dining, travel arrangements, grocery
delivery and restaurant reservations.

Lotus of Hearts
The hearts-lotus or “lotus of hearts”
Is the center of the infinite, omnipresent consciousness
which connects with the consciousness of the universe.
Through the intuition, one of man’s divine gifts, the
spiritual student can see the infinite, omnipresent
consciousness as the lotus flower represents divine
birth, spiritual development and creation itself
Thus the flower became a natural symbol of the sun
and creation, is the flower that emerged from the
primordial waters. Is the symbol of re-birth, and the
crown chakra. But our lotus, is created with the shade
of the heart, notable for is flowerlike shape, it serves
as the Mother Temple of the Life.

“We designed
BrickellHouse to be
captivatingly beautiful,
technologically
CITY PAlMS
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advanced, and
MErrICk CENTEr

unquestionably high
end. We’ve hired the
best design team in
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–Harvey Hernandez
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THINKING
Concept
Given the progressive disposition of the design team, it stands to reason that

BrickellHouse should appeal to the forward-thinking individual. For all who choose

innovation over convention, independence above conformity, and opportunity before
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Shrine Of The Heart

The vector equilibrium is the zero starting point for all happenings or nonhappenings; it is the empty theater
and empty circus and empty Universe, ready to accommodate any act and any audience”
– Buckminster Fuller

Equilibrium
and
Gravity
GREaT MINDs
THINK DIFFERENTly

From a contemplative perspective, we may imagine this geometry as the expression of a metaphysical principle concerning the fact that Infinity
itself necessarily exists in a state of total balance – equilibrium. And within this all-immersive equilibrium all gravity, radiation, temperature,
pressure, thoughts, emotions – all dynamics – cancels out and leaves a perfect silence and unity, a complete metaphysical potential, nonEvolution inspires innovation. In assembling the team behind BrickellHouse, Newgard Development Group looked
existence and existence unified – a fullness which, in Buckminster Fuller’s words, surpass even the concept of oneness…
to influential designers whose work is admired, catalogued and emulated by their peers all over the world.

With hundreds of awards and no lack of commissions to choose from, the principals of Miami’s Sieger Suarez
Architectural Partnership and Toronto’s Yabu Pushelberg might be expected to rest on their past successes.
Instead, they continue to innovate, bringing new technologies and ever greater beauty to the built environment.

Sri Yantra & Isotropic Vector Matrix
The symbol known as the Sri Yantra is an ancient Hindu symbol comprised of
nine triangles that are interlaced in such a way as to form 43 smaller triangles
in a web said to be symbolic of the entire cosmos. The Sri Yantra also represents
a very specific perspective on a 64 tetrahedron grid if viewed from down one
of it’s points. The 64 tetrahedron grid is also the foundational seed geometry of
the fabric of the vacuum according to Nassim Haramein’s unified field theory.
Everything is connected by the structure of space...
Isotropic Vector Matrix based on the research of R. Buckminster Fuller and
complemented by Nassim Haramein where we see graphically and clear how
geometry is displayed and how it connects with Nassim investigations on the
structure of the vacuum.

ENTRaNcE & lobby

Materials
GREaT MINDs
THINK DIFFERENTly

All the materials used in the construction of the Shrine are completly
natural, with the principles of Biological Architecture, biomimicry,
permaculture,
bioclimatic, with a field of vibrations. The structure
Evolution inspires innovation. In assembling the team behind BrickellHouse, Newgard Development Group looked
holds a sacred lotus for the Synchronicity Sanctuary that aims to
to influential designers whose work is admired, catalogued and emulated by their peers all over the world.
provoke self discovery and self expression, principals that are integral
to
the
foundations
being.
With
hundreds
of awardsofand
no lack of commissions to choose from, the principals of Miami’s Sieger Suarez
Architectural Partnership and Toronto’s Yabu Pushelberg might be expected to rest on their past successes.
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Instead,
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which form an Dual Torus Manifold dome-like structure, symbolising
a lotus and creating a space that is both welcoming and cohesive, all
with fibonacci spirals.
1. Teak: exterior
2. Still: exoscheleton and structural elements
3. Wood floring: petals floor
4. Wood: stairs/ chairs/doors
5. Ramed earth with quarz: rest of the floor/ wall/ fire yagna
6.Stainless steel: doors pulls/ railings
7. Clear glass: all the building
8. Beveled glass: doors/ wings sculptres
9. Stone: roads/ entrance
10. Copper: antenna/ fountain/ structure of Equilibrium Vector
11. Stained Glass: upper dome
12. Mural: natural paints
13. Hangings and cushions: wood
14. Green wall: exterior petals

Sound
THINKING
FoRwaRD
Given the progressive disposition of the design team, it stands to reason that
BrickellHouse should appeal to the forward-thinking individual. For all who choose

A lotus is placed in the centre that acts as a focal point, adding a deep level
of interactivity – combining sound, visual and human activity. The ringing
predictability, we proudly present BrickellHouse. Born of inspiration, shaped by
of the lotus would animate the waves that surround the participants, with its
discerning taste and infused with the spirit of innovation.
sound spreading across the forest reaching each and individual burners, as it
had reached the pilgrims along the Blue Ridge Mountains of Central Virginia.
innovation over convention, independence above conformity, and opportunity before
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same

When standing within the space, one is surrounded by temporal walls of
oscillating strings, promoting the concept of dematerialisation. Light is
filtered through the illusory waveforms into the sacred space.
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Evolution inspires innovation. In assembling the team behind BrickellHouse, Newgard Development Group looked

The Shrine Lotus of The Heart will be a great laboratory where art and science, technology and
As in the
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workshops through which Shrine Lotus of The Heart is deemed a great artisitc expression.
Architectural Partnership and Toronto’s Yabu Pushelberg might be expected to rest on their past successes.
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Instead, they continue to innovate, bringing new technologies and ever greater beauty to the built environment.
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FlExIblE lIvING, oNly aT bRIcKEllHousE
Elite housekeeping, as needed. Daily, weekly or monthly.
Streamlined in-house property management as well as lease management.
Furnishings and finishes services to keep your residence ready for inclusion in the
leasing program.
Amenities program for guest towels, toiletries, dinnerware and other rental necessities.
Concierge-style services such as in-home dining, travel arrangements, grocery
delivery and restaurant reservations.
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pRopERTy
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Walking through its halls and corridors will be a journey deep within himself.

Bliss
GREaT MINDs
THINK DIFFERENTly

Shrine Lotus of The Heart is the only temple where harmony between the Sacred Geometry, modern comfort and electromagnetic qualities of
life is emphasized. Experiencing that bliss, that greater realization of the Source, can be achieved by developing the spiritual virtues.
Evolution inspires innovation. In assembling the team behind BrickellHouse, Newgard Development Group looked

That’s what spirituality is. Spirituality is responsibly carrying out your duties to all those in your world. While developing a consciousness that
to influential designers whose work is admired, catalogued and emulated by their peers all over the world.
is more and more of your Higher Power, your everyday behavior reflects the growing goodness, Light, and Love within you. The greater your
realization
true,
detached
Love —
the greater
your
spirituality.
With hundredsof
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no lack
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to choose
from, the
principals
of Miami’s Sieger Suarez
Architectural Partnership and Toronto’s Yabu Pushelberg might be expected to rest on their past successes.
Instead, they continue to innovate, bringing new technologies and ever greater beauty to the built environment.
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Biological Architecture
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